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Preface
This is the fifth edition of the Directory published as a resource for health
care professionals and others when looking for resource information or
when making referrals to alcohol and drug services.
This expanded publication illustrates ongoing development within service
provision. Further relevant information is available from Health Service
Executive Health Promotion Departments on page 135.
Since the last edition, the Eastern Area has become the Eastern Region
Health Authority with three separate Areas. The Directory reflects this
change, as well as other changes in the nature/structure of services
implemented since the last issue. This Directory is laid out alphabetically in
terms of county .
Statutory services are listed before non-statutory in each county.
Overview of Drug/Alcohol/Related Services
Each Health Service Executive (HSE) Area has its own range of alcohol and drug services
catering for different needs.   These services include medical and nursing residential and/or
nonresidential treatment services for adults, adolescents and children, including rehabilitation and
after care. HSE Areas also offer a range of  mental health and psychiatric services, community
and outreach services, family support, counselling, referral, information and education.  Many
services, including a Drug Task Force network at local and regional level, continue to expand.    
Addiction Services Headquarters   
East Coast Area 
Centenary House, York Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin, Telephone 01-2807852 
Northern Area 
2nd Floor, Phibsboro Tower, Dublin 7, Telephone 01-8820300  
South Western Area 
Cherry Orchard Hospital, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10, telephone 01-6206400   
Midland Area - Community Alcohol & Drug Services, 1 Coote Street, Portlaoise Co Laois
Telephone  0502 78282.  Community Drug & Alcohol Service, Community Resource Centre,
Bishopsgate Street, Mullingar Co Westmeath Telephone  044 41630
Mid-Western Area Slainte Office, 53 O'Connell Street, Limerick, Telephone 061-318633
North Eastern Area, Addiction Resource Centre, Health Care Unit, Rooskey, Co Monaghan,
Telephone 047-72100; North Eastern Area  Telephone 046-9076400  
North Western Area 12 Johnston Court, O'Connell Street, Sligo, Telephone 071-9143316  
South Eastern Area Regional Drug Coordination Unit, First Floor, Beech House, Cove
Roundabout, Dunmore Road, Waterford, Telephone 051-846720
Southern Area
St Finbarr's Hospital, Drug & Alcohol Services, 021-4923131
Western Area Drugs Service, 64 Dominic Street, Galway (drugs) Telephone 091-561299; Merlin
Park Regional Hospital, Galway, (alcohol) Telephone  091-755883/753642. 
Main Services
Carlow 6 
Cavan 7
Clare 8-12
Cork 13-15
Donegal 16-17
Dublin 19-59
Health Service Executive Eastern Region 60
Community Care areas
Galway 61-71
Kerry 72
Kildare 73-74
Kilkenny 75-77
Laois 78
Leitrim 79
Limerick 80-87
Longford 88
Louth 89-91
Mayo 92-95
Meath 96
Monaghan 97-98
Offaly 99
Roscommon 100-102
Sligo 103
Tipperary 104-109
Waterford 110-111
Westmeath 112-114
Wexford 115-116
Wicklow 117-120
Carlow
Alcohol & Addiction Services
St Dymphna's Hospital, Carlow
Telephone 059-9136301  Fax 059-9136350
Established 1985
Catchment Area:  Co Carlow
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No 
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient as required
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time 
Psychologists full time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Family therapists full time
Social workers full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Individual assessment.  GP/medical/probation
service referral
Contact
Counsellors   telephone 
059-9136317/9136326
Method of Payment
Subject to normal HSE maintenance charges
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, advice, information, individual
counselling, family support, outpatient and
inpatient detoxification, alcohol/drug
education and awareness programme.
See also page 75
6
Cavan
See pages 97, 98 and 103 for Cavan catchment area
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Clare
Clare Community Drug & Alcohol Team
Museum House, France Street, Ennis, Co Clare
Telephone   065-6869859/6869860    Fax 065-6865860
e-mail: drugcoordinationunitmwhb@eircom.net 
Catchment Area:  Mid-Western Area 
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Drug/Alcohol 
Education officers full time
Outreach workers full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Over 14's -  with parental consent necessary
for under 18s.  Open referral, family
involvement encouraged. Willingness to
engage.
Contact
Counsellor/Outreach worker
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Individual, group counselling using person-
centred approach.  Advice, information and
education resources through drug/alcohol
education officers and outreach workers
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Ennistymon Day Hospital
Ennis Road, Ennistymon, Co Clare
Telephone 065-7071611  Fax 065-7071915 
Established 1988
Catchment Area: North Clare
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists full time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Occupational
therapist       full time
Social worker full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral from G.P, allied professionals,
concerned person or self-referral
Assessment based. 
Contact
Substance Misuse Counsellor
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Individual, couples, family and group
counselling.  Assessment, education,
treatment and referral. Individualised
treatment methods, family members
encouraged to attend.
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Kilrush Day Hospital
West Clare Mental Health Services, St Joseph's Terrace, Kilrush, Co Clare
Telephone 065-9054100   Fax 065-8681400
Established 1986
Catchment Area:  West Sector
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists full time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
By appointment
Contact
Addiction Counsellor
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
One to one counselling - Medication -
Abstinence, controlled drinking and harm
reduction goals. Drug and alcohol workshop
facilitation.
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Bushypark Treatment Centre
Ennis, Co Clare
Telephone  065-6840944    Fax   065-6840450
e-mail bushyparkhouse@eircom.net
Established 1991
Catchment Area:  Open access
Status:  Limited company/registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient 30 days
Out Patient not applicable
After Care one year
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses part time
Counsellors full- and part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Drug and alcohol free, preliminary interview
and assessment, involvement of
family/concerned persons
Contact
Secretary/Counsellor on duty
Method of Payment
VHI/BUPA
Private
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Minnesota model, professional 12
step/abstinence based programme, group
therapy, one to one counselling, peer groups,
family programme, aftercare, relapse groups.
Five day residential family programme
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Clarecare
Harmony Row, Ennis, Co Clare
Telephone 065-6828178, Fax 065-6841310    e-mail: info@clarecare.ie
Established 1968
Catchment Area: Clare/Limerick/North/Tipperary/Galway
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In  Patient No
Out Patient      Yes
After Care     Yes
Halfway House No                
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service   Yes   
Employee Assistance 
Programme        No
Addictions Dealt with
Alcohol  Yes                
DrugsYes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes             
Service Designed for
Male Adult   Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Half Way House not applicable 
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists - 
Psychologists full time
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Alcohol/drug free; pre-Assessment; family
Involvement; willingness of Client
Contact
Counsellor on duty
Method of Payment 
By arrangement
Treatment Methods and Services Provided
Minnesota Model, Intervention, 12 Step
Principles. 
Family Programme. Clients referred to other
services where appropriate.
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Cork
Arbour House Treatment Centre
St Finbarr's Hospital, Douglas Road, Cork
Telephone   021-4968933   Fax 021-4320391
Established 1984
Catchment Area:  Cork city and county
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient 15-26 weeks
After Care six to eight months
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists part  time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full  time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Alcohol and drug free, adequate motivation,
family participation
Contact
Administration
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Alcohol and drug free client and family
programmes in the form of therapy and one
to one counselling backed by
multidisciplinary team.
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Anchor Treatment Centre Limited
Spa Glen, Mallow, Co Cork
Telephone 022-42559   Fax 022-43843
e-mail: anchorcentre@eircom.net
Established 1995
Catchment Area: North Cork
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient 36 sessions
After Care one year
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Assessment by appointment
Contact
Counsellor on duty
Method of Payment
Agreed payment plan
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
12 Step programmes, one to one/group
therapy, family programme, education
programme, continuing care programme.
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Tabor Lodge Ltd
Addiction Treatment Centre, Belgooly, Co Cork
Telephone 021-4887110  Fax  021-4887377
e-mail  tabor@indigo.ie  www.indigo.ie/~tabor 
Established 1989
Catchment Area: South Munster
Status: Private registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House Yes
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient 28 days
Out Patient not applicable
After Care 1-2 years
Halfway House 12 weeks
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Social Worker   full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Prior assessment, family involvement
Contact
Staff on duty
Method of Payment
Easy Pay Plan, VHI, Private
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
12 Step Programme, Hazelden Minnesota
Model, Individual and group counselling,
family programmes, education programme
for industry. Refer to halfway house services.  
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Donegal
see also page 103
Alcohol & Substance Counselling & Advisory Services
9 St Eunan's Court, Convent Road, Letterkenny, Co Donegal
Telephone   074-9128769    Fax 074-9129413
Established 1978
Catchment Area: Co Donegal
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists -
Clinical nurse specialists full time   
Counsellors full time
Aftercare Coordinator part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Alcohol-/drug free; family involvement;
motivation for treatment
Contact
Senior addiction counsellor
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Detoxification arranged in liaison with GP.
Individual family, couple and group therapy,
(six week outpatient group therapy
programme), aftercare follow up, concerned
persons support.
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White Oaks Rehabilitation Centre
Derryvane, Muff, Co Donegal
Telephone   074-9384400  Fax 074-9384883 
Established 2001   e-mail: whiteoaks@eircom.net 
Catchment Area: Donegal/Sligo/Leitrim
Status:  Private/Area
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service No
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient 30 days
Out Patient not applicable
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses part time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Screening interview  
Contact
Administrator
Method of Payment
Medical card
Private
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
12 Step programme based on the Minnesota
model, 30 day residential treatment , group
therapy, one to one counselling, meditation
and spiritual practice, aftercare weekly
meeting, family therapy days.
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Dublin
East Coast Area
Addiction Service
37 Castle Street, Dublin 2
Telephone    01-4767010    Fax 01-6778139
Established   1995
Catchment Area: Community Care Area 3
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs  (Presenting addiction)Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Community Welfare 
Officer part time
Outreach Worker part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Team assessment
Contact
Addiction Team
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Opiate detoxification, inpatient and
outpatient.  Methadone maintenance, medical
treatment and psychiatric assessment, HIV
Testing/Counselling and outreach.
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AIDS & Drug Service
99 Patrick Street Clinic, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin
Telephone 01-2808472    Fax 01-2841169
Established 1997
Catchment Area:  Community Care Area 1
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Pharmacist full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Team assessment
Contact
Self-referral
Nurse, outreach worker
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Opiate and benzodiazapine detoxification,
outpatient treatment and referral to inpatient;
methadone maintenance, medical treatment
and psychiatric assessment, HIV testing,
counselling and outreach
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Alcohol Treatment Unit
Baggot Street Community Hospital, 18 Upper Baggot Street, Dublin 4
Telephone 01-6607838    Fax 01-6607982   e-mail: atu@erha.ie
Established   1989
Catchment Area:  Community Care Area 1, 2 & 3
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs No
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs No
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient based on client needs
After Care based on client needs
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Others -
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Counsellor
Method of Payment
No fee
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, individual/group counselling for
drinkers and family.  Aftercare, relapse
prevention, community education
programmes, primary prevention.
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Baggot Street Clinic Treatment Centre
19 Haddington Road, Dublin 4
Telephone 01-6602189/6602227   Fax 01-6680050
bsclinic@eircom.net
Established 1992
Catchment Area:  Community Care Area 2
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Pharmacists full time
Outreach full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Team assessment
Contact
Nurse
Outreach worker
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Opiate and benzodiazapine detoxification, out
patient treatment and referral to inpatient.
Methadone maintenance, medical treatment
and psychiatric assessment, HIV testing,
counselling and outreach. 
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Cluain Mhuire Service
Newtownpark Avenue, Blackrock, Co Dublin
Telephone 01-2172100      Fax 01-2833886
website www.sjog.ie
Established 1972
Catchment Area: Community Care Area 1 and Section 3 of Area 2
Status: Order of St John of God
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes 
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs No
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient as required
Out Patient as required
After Care Open
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists full-time
Nurses full-time
Counsellors -
Others full-time
Conditions of Acceptance
G.P referral and usually outpatient
assessment to determine appropriate
treatment
Contact
Secretary 
E-mail referrals not accepted 
Method of Payment
No charge to catchment area patients 
Private by arrangement.
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Detoxification, Day Hospital Group-
Orientated programme, outpatient
assessment, follow up, full time social
workers available, limited in patient service,
limited counselling and advisory service.
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Drug Treatment Centre Board
Trinity Court, 30/31 Pearse Street, Dublin 2
Telephone 01-6488600   Fax 01-6488700
e-mail: info@dtcb.ie    www.addictionireland.ie
Established 1988
Catchment Area:  Open access
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient four-six weeks
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Social Workers full time
Welfare Officers full time
Outreach Workers full time
Young Person Team full time
Play Therapist full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Initial assessment.  Willingness to avail of
treatment. No violence or drug dealing in
centre.
Contact
Initial assessment team
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, medical, psychiatric,
psychological and social counselling.
Individual, group, family therapy.
Interagency collaboration, detoxification,
methadone maintenance, urine screening,
programme for under-18s
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Northern Area  
Barrymore House
217 North Circular Road, Dublin 7
Telephone 01-8680608    Fax 01-8681411
Established 1991
Catchment Area:  Northern area 
Status: Health Service Executive
Barrymore House is part of the HSE residential programme with Stanhope Street Counselling
Centre
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling No
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs No
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs No
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient four-five weeks
Out Patient not applicable
After Care 12 weeks
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors -
Supervisors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Admission to programme following team
assessment 
Contact
Manager 
Method of Payment
Standard rate
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Therapeutic community model.
Education/prevention. 
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City Clinic
108/109 Amiens Street, Dublin 1
Telephone   01-8555310     Fax 01-8555314
Established  1993
Catchment Area:  Dublin 1, part Dublin 3
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol No
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Community worker full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Team Assessment
Contact
Addiction Team
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Opiate detoxification, inpatient and
outpatient, methadone maintenance, medical
treatment and psychiatric assessment, HIV
Testing/Counselling and outreach
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Domville House
Ballymun Road, Ballymun, Dublin 9
Telephone 01-8620111/8620298   Fax 01-8620297
Established 1996
Catchment Area:  Ballymun
Status: Health Service Executive  
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol No
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Community Welfare 
Officer full time
Outreach worker full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Team assessment
Contact
Nurse
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Outpatient opiate detoxification, methadone
maintenance, medical treatment, psychiatric
assessment, HIV testing, one to one- and
outreach counselling.
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Millennium Carving
Unit 8, Glasnevin Business Centre, Ballyboggan Road, Finglas, Dublin 11
Telephone 01-8302690    Fax 01-8302696    e-mail  milleniumcarving@hotmail.com
Established 1998
Catchment area: Finglas/Cabra
Status:  Fas/Health Service Executive 
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service No
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol No
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient one year
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors part time
Programme workers part time
Creative facilitators part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Verifiably stabelised on methadone
Contact
Administrator
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Client-centred service offering therapeutic
invention coupled with addiction awareness
and counselling
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Stanhope Centre
Grangegorman Lower, Dublin 7
Telephone  01-6773965/6779447   Fax 01-6778469  e-mail stanhopecentre@eircom.net
Established 1976  
Catchment Area: Community Care Area 6, 7 8
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs No
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient four and a half weeks
Out Patient 15 weeks
After Care 12 weeks
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full- and part-time
Conditions of Acceptance
Outpatients from catchment area
Inpatient - entire region
Contact
Secretary/receptionist
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, one to one counselling for
problem drinkers and family members.
Information lectures, pre-intervention,
residential and outpatient treatment
programmes and controlled drinking
counselling, family therapy, family
intervention, spirituality.
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Talbot Centre
29 Upper Buckingham Street, Dublin 1
Telephone   01-8363434/8366746    Fax 01-8553910
e-mail: talbotcentre@eircom.net
Established 1983
Catchment Area:  North Inner City Drug Task Force Area
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult No
Female Adult No
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Project Workers full- and part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Clients must live within the catchment area
Contact
Member of staff
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
One to one counselling, family therapy, art
and drama therapy, recreational activities,
outreach, education, health, (HIV, safer sex),
literacy, self development.
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Tolka River Project
Unit 3A Corduff Shopping Centre, Dublin 15
Telephone 01-8115100
Buzzardstown, Mulhuddart, Dublin 15
Telephone  01-6405847
e-mail: tolkariverproject@eircom.net
Established 2002
Catchment Area  Corduff/Mulhuddart priority
Status:  Fas/Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Support staff full time 
Facilitator part time
Supervisors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Stabilized on prescription drugs, committed
to address any alcohol issues, willing to
engage
Contact
Manager
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Education, training and support to clients.
Counselling available if required.  Special
educational programme from over-18s
referred by Task Force supported agency
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South Western Area
Aisling Clinic
Cherry Orchard Ballyfermot, Dublin 10
Telephone 01-6206010    Fax 01-6206011
Established 1992
Catchment Area:  Community Care Area 5
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol No
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Community Welfare Officer full time
Outreach Worker full time
Pharmacist full time
Child Care Workers full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Clinical team acceptance. Voluntary
attendance to service
Contact
Addiction team
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Counselling, support and referral.  Opiate
detoxification, methadone maintenance,
medical treatment and psychiatric
assessment, stabilisation, outreach and needle
exchange.
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Community Alcohol Services
Glen Abbey Centre, Belgard Road, Tallaght, Dublin 24
Telephone 01-4516589/4516754   Fax 01-4621283
Established 1991
Catchment Area: Community Care Areas 4, 5, 9
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs No
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient    16 weeks/eighteen months
After Care one year
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Others full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Appointment made by client
No condition for individual appointments and
education programmes
Group: two weeks drug- and alcohol-free
Contact
Senior Counsellor/Secretary
Method of Payment
Free of charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Four week x two hours alcohol
education/induction/assessment counselling
programme.  Abstinence group, aftercare
group, family members group, education for
professionals. Weekly satellite clinic in
Crumlin and Ballyfermot
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Cuan Dara Detoxification Unit
Cherry Orchard Hospital, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10
Telephone 01-6206050  Fax 01-6235835
Established 1995
Catchment Area:  South Western Area 
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol No
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient six weeks
Out Patient not applicable
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Session workers part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Assessment
Contact
Clinical nurse manager
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Two weeks detoxification followed by one
month of counselling/group and family
therapy  offered on an  in-patient basis.
Services available for pregnant women.
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Fortune House
Cherry Orchard Hospital, Dublin 10
Telephone 01-6206030/8  Fax 01-6206031
Established 1997
Catchment Area: Ballyfermot, Cherry Orchard - Lower Clondalkin
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol No
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs No
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient 12 weeks
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Family therapist
Secretary
Conditions of Acceptance
Team assessment
Motivation to detoxification programme
Contact
Addiction counsellors
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Outpatient detoxification for opiate misuse.
Structured programme which includes
group/individual counselling, family work,
art, aromatherapy, medical treatment,
Hepatitis C/HIV testing, referral to
rehabilitation services.
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Inchicore Community Drug Team
Unit 13, Goldenbridge Industrial Estate, Inchicore, Dublin 8
Telephone 01-4736502  Fax 01-4539379
e-mail icdt@eircom.net
Established 1999
Catchment Area: Inchicore
Status:  Community/HSE
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Child care workers full time
Community drug workers full time
Prison Links worker full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Seeking assistance
Contact
Team leader or professional staff
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Alternative therapies, counselling, outreach,
community development, group work, family
work, advice, information, education and
training, children's project, prison links
service, aftercare social group, treatment
assessments. 
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Rialto Community Drug Team
St Andrew's Community Centre, Rialto, Dublin 8
Telephone 01-4540021/4544855/4541604   Fax 01-4541148 
e-mail: rialtocommunitydrugteam@eircom.net
Established 1993
Catchment Area:  Rialto
Status: Rialto Youth Project/HSE Partnership
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Community drug worker full time
Prison worker  full time
Homeless worker full time
Child care workers full time
Family support worker full time
Outreach worker full time 
Drop-in coordinator full time
Drop-in facilitator full time
Drugs treatment manager full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Seeking assistance
Contact
Team Leaders, administrator
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Response to drug problem from a community
development model involving: networking,
alternative therapies, drop in, counselling,
referral, community based continuum of care,
outreach, group work.
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Tallaght Community Drug Team
Glenabbey Centre, Belgard Rd, Dublin 24 
Telephone   01-4513894/4513745  Fax 01-4513735
Established 1985
Catchment Area: Tallaght
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol -
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Outreach full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Alcohol use will be addressed where
secondary to other drugs
Contact
Secretary
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, individual counselling and
advice, information, referral where
appropriate, community networking,
telephone advice, access to psychiatrists.
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Addiction Response Crumlin
101 Cashel Road, Crumlin, Dublin 12
Telephone 01-4563111   Fax 01-4563213
e-mail:  arcrumlin@eircom.net
Established 1996
Catchment Area: Dublin 12
Status:  Charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol No
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs No
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient open ended
After Care open ended
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors part-time
Outreach Workers full time
Complementary Therapists part-time
Conditions of Acceptance
Must live in Crumlin for one year and be
motivated
Contact
Secretary
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Methadone, acupuncture, homeopathy,
relaxation.  Community outreach work,
information, group sessions, family support,
education.
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Ana Liffey Drug Project
48 Middle Abbey Street, Dublin 1
Telephone  01-8786899, Children's Project Telephone 01-8788199   Fax 01-8786828
e-mail: aldp@indigo.ie
Established 1982
Catchment Area: Dublin
Status: Registered charity, limited company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol No
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient variable
After Care variable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Project Director
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Management and/or control programmes
relating to individual drug use, counselling,
group work, peer training and drop in centre.
Outreach service, prison programme,
childrens project.
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Ballymun Youth Action Project Limited
1a Balcurris Road, Ballymun, Dublin 11
Telephone   01-8428071   Fax 01-8621025
e-mail: byap@iol.ie
Established 1981
Catchment Area: Ballymun/surrounding areas
Status: Registered charity, limited company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient not applicable
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Administrator, client programme coordinator,
director
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
A community approach to intervention,
individual and group counselling for those
addicted and their families, prevention-
counselling and group work for children of
alcoholics and others at risk, community
education, training.
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Chrysalis Community Drug Project 
27 Benburb Street, Dublin 7
Tel: (01) 6705544/Fax: (01) 672 9727
Est. 1998
Catchment Area: Greater Stoneybatter Area, Dublin 7
Community Care Area 6
Status: Registered Charity, Limited Company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol No
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient variable
After Care variable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Community Drug Workers full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Living or working within the Greater
Stoneybatter area, Dublin 7
Contact
Co-Ordinator/Administrator
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Information and advice; Advocacy;
Support for Drug Users; Addiction
Counselling; couple and Family support;
Outreach; Drop-in Service on Tuesdays from
2.00 to 4.00pm; Drug Awareness Training. 
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Clanwilliam Institute
18 Clanwilliam Terrace, Grand Canal Quay, Dublin 2
Telephone   01-6761363  Fax  01-6762800
e-mail: reception@clanwilliam.ie    www.clanwilliam.ie
Established 1982
Catchment Area: Open access
Status: Private
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient variable
After Care variable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists full- and part-time
Nurses -
Counsellors full- and part-time
Others Yes
Conditions of Acceptance
Detoxified
Contact
Clinical manager
Method of Payment
Private
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Individual, couple, family and group therapy,
employs systemic psychotherapy principles.
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Clondalkin Addiction Support Programme
Muriel Boothman Centre, Ballyowen Meadows, Fonthill Road, Dublin 22
Telephone 01-6238000/6238030   Fax 01-6166755   e-mail: casp@iol.ie
Established 1996
Catchment Area: North Clondalkin
Status: Limited Company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol No
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient    as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Others full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Living within catchment area
Contact
Project Manager
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessments, medication, outpatient
detoxification facility, outreach work, weekly
drop in for active users, individual support,
group work, urinalysis, advice, information,
referrals where appropriate, complementary
therapies, family support, weekly drop in for
family members, parent support groups,
counselling, family therapy, community
development, drug awareness and education,
aftercare, childcare
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Coolmine Therapeutic Community
Coolmine House, 19 Lord Edward Street, Dublin 2
Telephone 01-6794822/6793765   Fax 01-6793430
e-mail: coolhse@eircom.net
Established 1973
Catchment Area: Open access
Status: Registered charity, limited company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient 12 months
Out Patient 9 months
After Care 12 months
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Therapeutic community 
staff full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Drug-free on admission, family involvement,
desire to change lifestyle, community living
Contact
Staff by appointment
Method of Payment
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Therapeutic community providing mutual self
help ethos, social learning milieu, holistic
approach, group process and counselling,
motivational treatment planning.  Psycho-
educational workshops and training, client
networking with other agencies, parent to
parent workshops, referral to other agencies,
reentry and aftercare programmes.
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Dublin Counselling & Therapy Centre
41 Upper Gardiner Street, Dublin 1
Telephone 01-8788236   Fax 01-8779069
Established 1990
Catchment Area Dublin
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient not applicable
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists full time
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral necessary for those already in
treatment or care
Contact
Administrator
Method of Payment
Sliding scale, some free places available
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
A variety of therapeutic approaches for
individuals and groups.
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E.A.P. Associates
Chelmsford House, 1 Chelmsford Road, Ranelagh, Dublin 6
Telephone 01-4964219     Fax 01-4913037
e-mail:  info@eap-solutions.com     www.eap-solutions.com
Established 1990
Catchment Area:  National
Status:  Limited company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling No
Advisory Service No
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient 12 week
After Care one year
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors     part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists full time
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
client commitment to work on alcohol-  drug-
related problems
Contact
Director
Method of Payment
Employer
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Non residential counselling/family therapy
for clients, families and relevant concerned
persons.
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Hanly Centre
The Mews, Eblana Avenue, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin
Telephone 01-2809795    Fax  01-2302716
e-mail: info@thehanlycentre.com   www.thehanlycentre.com
Established 1978
Catchment Area: Dublin
Status: Private limited company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs No
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs No
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient 25 weeks
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses part time
Counsellors full- and part-time
Conditions of Acceptance
Alcohol/drug-free.
Contact
Reception
Method of Payment
Private, by arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Minnesota Model, Adult Children of
Alcoholics Level 1 and 11, group therapy,
one to one counselling plus 12 Step
Workshop Programme.
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Merchants Quay Ireland Drug Project
4 Merchants Quay, Dublin 8
Telephone   01-6771128   Fax 01-6713738
e-mail: info@mqi.ie    www.mqi.ie
Established 1989
Catchment Area:  Open access
Status:  Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House Yes
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient 12 weeks to one year
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House as required
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses full- and part-time
Counsellors/addiction 
counsellors full- and part time
Drug Workers full- and part time
Addiction 
counsellors full- and part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Those seeking to engage in services are
referred as appropriate after initial
assessment. We accept self-referrals and
referrals from voluntary and statutory
agencies
Pending assessment we may accept people on
conditional residence orders
Contact
Information & Communications officer
Service Managers
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Counselling, group therapy, motivational
interviewing, practical advice and support.
Open access services.  Care and support for
active drug users offering needle exchange,
assistance in minimising drug-related harm
and links to treatment and rehabilitation.
Day support services:  drug treatment,
counselling and educational services. 
Settlement and integration services: facilities
access to accommodation, training, education
and employment opportunities
Failtiu Resource Centre: offering a wide
range of homeless services
Training for drug workers in association with
University College, Dublin.
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Mountview/Blakestown Community Drug Team
105 Coolmine Industrial Estate, Coolmine, Dublin 15
Telephone 01-8219140/8211333   Fax 01-8219259  
Established 1998
Catchment Area: Primarily Mountview/Blakestown area, Dublin 15
Status: Independent Voluntary Organisation funded via the LDTF and NDST
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
Pre Care Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Support Service Yes
Complementary Therapies Yes
Education Work Yes
Family Support Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient    not applicable
Pre Care as required
After Care as required
All support services as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Co-Ordinator Yes
Team Leader Yes
Project Workers Yes
Education Worker Yes
Volunteers Yes
Conditions of Acceptance
Requesting support in relation to own
personal drug use or that of a family member.
Immediate access.
Contact
Co-Ordinator or any member of staff.
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
The CDT works within a harm
reduction/health promotion model offering
direct access to drop-in services, 1-1 support,
auricular acupuncture, message, needle
exchange, urine analysis for the courts,
welfare rights, social and recreational
activities, referral to medical treatment and
counselling services, etc.   The CDT works
within an ethos of respect for all individuals
availing of the services and/or visiting the
project.
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Rutland Centre Ltd
Knocklyon Road, Templeogue, Dublin 16
Telephone 01-4946358  Fax 01-4946444
e-mail rutland@iol.ie  www.rutlandcentre.org
Established 1978
Catchment area: Open access
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent age 17 and over
Female Adolescent age 17 and over
Length of Treatment
In Patient Six weeks
Out Patient not applicable
After Care 12 months
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses full- and part-time
Counsellors full- and part-time
Conditions of Acceptance
Drug-free prior to admission. 
Detoxification services can be arranged for
drug/alcohol-dependent clients
Contact
Assessment counsellor
Method of Payment
VHI, BUPA, Medical card, Private
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment and treatment of addiction in
drug-free environment coupled with
structured aftercare service for minimum of
one year.  Family mobilisation/intervention.
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St John Of God Hospital
Stillorgan, Co Dublin
Telephone   01-2881781, Fax 01-2881034
www.sjog.ie
Established 1961
Catchment Area:  Open access
Status:  Private
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient 28 day
Out Patient as required
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists full time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
GP referral preferred
Family involvement in treatment
Contact
St Richard Pampuri Unit
Method of Payment
VHI 
Other medical insurance
Private
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Detoxification and assessment, group/family
therapy, counselling, education and
consultation. Liaison with Al-Anon, AA,
Alateen, Adult Children of Alcoholics,
(ACOA) and Narcotics Anonymous Ireland
(NA)
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St Patrick's Hospital
Steeven's Lane, James's Street, Dublin 8
Telephone   01-2493200  Fax 01-6798865
www.stpatrickshosp.com
Established 1745
Catchment Area:  Open access
Status: Private
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs No
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs No
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient three-six weeks
Out Patient four-eight weeks
After Care one-two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists full time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Flexible
Contact
Director/Assistant Programme Director .
Doctor on duty
Method of Payment
VHI
Private
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Detoxification, assessment, individual and
group counselling
Women's concerned person and self-help
groups, marital and family therapy,
behavioural treatment, aftercare, educational
resources, courses for Adult Children of
Alcoholics, (ACOA).  
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St Vincent's Psychiatric Hospital
Richmond Road, Fairview, Dublin 3 
Telephone 01-8842401   Fax 01-8370801
e-mail: thelodge@svhf.ie
Established 1988
Catchment Area: Community Care Area 7
Status: Public voluntary hospital
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs No
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient as required
Out Patient four to six weeks
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Others part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral by psychiatric team member; living
in catchment area
Contact
Medical officer on duty or programme
coordinator
Method of Payment
VHI
Medical Card
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, detoxification, structured six
week group programme for abstinence,
individual counselling for abstinence or
controlled drinking, family intervention,
aftercare, AA, education, referral service.
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Teach Mhuire
38 Lower Gardiner Street, Dublin 1
Telephone 01-8788877   Fax 01-8788047
Established 1995
Catchment Area:  Open access
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors part time
Others part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Assessment by counsellor
Contact
Staff member
Method of Payment
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
One to one counselling, group therapy, AA &
Narcotics Anonymous meetings, programme
facilities for other self-help programmes
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Teen Counselling Ballybrack
20 Church Road, Ballybrack, Co Dublin 
Telephone 01-2721411  Fax 01-2721468
e-mail ballybrack@teencounselling.com
Catchment Area: Community Care Area 1
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult No
Female Adult No
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient not applicable
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists full- and part-time
Nurses -
Counsellors part time
Others full- and part-time
Conditions of Acceptance
Young people aged 12-18 from catchment
area. Parent's full cooperation necessary
Contact
Secretary
Method of Payment
Voluntary contributions accepted
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
A wide range of adolescent problems dealt
with in a family context with emphasis on the
treatment of substance abuse.
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Teen Counselling
Quarryvale Community & Leisure Centre, Greenfort Gardens, 
Quarryvale, Clondalkin, Dublin 22
Telephone 01-6231398    Fax 01-6232594
e-mail: quarryvale@teencounselling.com
Established 1990
Catchment Area: Community care area 5
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult No
Female Adult No
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses -
Family therapists part time
Social worker part time
Conditions of Acceptance
12-18's from catchment area
Parent' full cooperation necessary
Contact
Secretary
Method of Payment
No charge
Voluntary contributions accepted
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
A wide range of adolescent problems dealt
with. Special emphasis on treatment of
substance abuse in a family context.
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Teen Counselling Mater Dei
Clonliffe Road, Dublin 3
Telephone 01-8371892  Fax 01-8372025
e-mail materdei@teencounselling.com
Established 1973
Catchment Area:   Health Service Executive Northern Area 
Status:  Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult No
Female Adult No
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient not applicable
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists full- and part-time
Nurses -
Counsellors part time
Others full- and part-time
Conditions of Acceptance
Young people aged 12-18 from catchment
area. Parent's full cooperation necessary
Contact
Secretary
Method of Payment
Voluntary contributions accepted
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Wide range of adolescent problems  dealt
with in a family context with emphasis on the
treatment of substance abuse.
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Teen Counselling Tallaght
'Shalom', Raheen Park, Springfield, Dublin 24
Telephone  01-4623083  Fax 01-4627483
e-mail: tallaght@teencounselling.com
Established 1995
Catchment Area: Tallaght
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult No
Female Adult No
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists full time
Nurses -
Counsellors -
Social Worker              full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Young people 12-18 years - parent's full
cooperation necessary
Contact
Secretary
Method of Payment
No charge. Donations accepted
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Wide range of adolescent problems dealt with
in a family context.
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Work Well Limited
Unit 14 BASE Centre, Ladyswell Road, Mulhuddart, Dublin 15
Telephone 01-8119612   Fax 01-8119612   e-mail: sgalvin@workwell.ie
Established 2003
Catchment Area: National
Status: Limited Company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient    not applicable
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors No
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses No
Counsellors full time
Others part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Employees of companies who are members
of Work Well EAP Service
Contact
Manager
Method of Payment
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
All work related matters, external
programme, consulting, mediation, life
coaching.
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Community Care Areas  Health Service Executive Eastern Area 
Area 1 Dun Laoghaire (ECA)
Ballybrack, Blackrock, Booterstown, Cabinteely, Dalkey, Dun Laoghaire, Foxrock, Killiney,
Little Bray, Loughlinstown, Monkstown, Sallynoggin, Shankill, Stillorgan.
Area 2 Dublin South East (ECA)
Ballinteer, Ballsbridge, Donnybrook, Dundrum, Irishtown, Kilternan, Milltown, Ranelagh,
Rathgar, Rathmines, Ringsend, Sandyford, Sandymount, Stepaside.
Area 3 Dublin South Central (SWA)
Ballyboden, Churchtown, Harold's Cross, Rathfarnham, Terenure, Whitechurch.
Area 4 Dublin South West (SWA)
Crumlin, Drimnagh, Fortunestown, Kilnamanagh, Tallaght, Walkinstown
Area 5 Dublin West (SWA)
Ballyfermot, Brittas, Chapelizod, Clondalkin, Inchicore, Lucan, Milltown, Newcastle,
Palmerstown, Rathcoole, Saggart
Area 6 Dublin North West (NA)
Blanchardstown, Cabra, Castleknock, Finglas, Glasnevin, Mulhuddart, Phibsboro, Tolka Valley,
Ward
Area 7 Dublin North Central (NA)
Ballymun, Beaumont, Dollymount, Drumcondra, Dublin Airport, Fairview, Santry
Area 8 Dublin North (NA)
Artane, Ballyboghill, Balbriggan, Baldoyle, Coolock, Darndale, Donabate, Garritstown, Howth,
Kilbarrack, Kilsallaghan, Lusk, Malahide, Naul, Oldtown, Portmarnock, Raheny, Rush, Skerries,
Swords.
Area 9 (SWA)
Co Kildare
Area 10 (ECA/SWA)
Co Wicklow
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Galway
Addiction Counselling Service
Merlin Park Regional Hospital, Galway
Telephone  091-755883/753642     Fax  091-773497
e-mail: addictioncounselling@whb.ie
Established 1988
Catchment Area: West Galway
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient four weeks
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists full time
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Alcohol/drug-free and motivation for
recovery
Contact
Addiction counsellor
Method of Payment
Medical card
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Family-oriented treatment programme,
outpatient detoxification facility.
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Addiction Counselling Service
Day Hospital, 7 Dublin Road, Tuam, Co Galway
Telephone   093-24695/25052   Fax 093-28159
Established 1993
Catchment Area:  East Galway 
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral from multidisciplinary team and G.P
Contact
Addiction Counsellors
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment and counselling for individual,
concerned persons, family support.
Educational, preventative and community
awareness programmes.  Facilitated
counselling service provided at Headford
Clinic.  Involvement with outside agencies
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Ballinasloe Community Addiction Services
Day Hospital/Health Centre, Brackernagh, Ballinasloe, Co Galway
Telephone 090-9646257/9646259
Established 2003
Catchment Area:  East Galway
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient not applicable
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists part time
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Assessment interview
Contact
Staff member on duty
Method of Payment
Medical card
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
One to one counselling, education work,
close liaison with relevant Mental Health
Team
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East Galway Psychiatric Service
St Brigid's Hospital, Ballinasloe, Co Galway
Telephone & Fax  090-9643107 
Established 1980
Catchment Area: East Galway
Status: Health Service Executive 
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service No
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs No
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs No
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient at  least four weeks
Out Patient not applicable
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Medical referral
Contact
Nurse  on duty
Method of Payment
Medical card
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Group and relaxation therapy, individual
counselling and psychiatric consultation,
family therapy,  health promotion, prevention
and educational programmes.
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Loughrea Mental Health Services
Day Hospital, Barrack Street,  Loughrea, Co Galway
Telephone   091-847003    Fax 091-847842
Established  1995
Catchment Area: Loughrea & East Galway 
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable     
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Outreach worker full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Self referral, letter from GP/ other
professionals.
Contact
Addiction counsellor, outreach worker
Method of Payment
Medical card
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Eclectic approach matching treatments to
individual needs, incorporating one to one
counselling, couple, family therapy,
education, preventive and community
awareness programmes facilitated.  Satellite
clinic Athenry, home visits offered by
outreach worker.
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Mountbellew Community Addiction  Services
Mental Health Centre, Mountbellew, Co Galway
Telephone   090-9679571 (Counselling 090-9679704/086-1722899)
Established 1995
Catchment Area: East Galway
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full  time
Counsellors full  time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral from multidisciplinary team and GP
Contact
Nurse, counsellor
Method of Payment
Medical card
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Individual and concerned persons' assessment
and counselling.  Group and relaxation
therapy, psychiatric consultations, preventive
and education programme, detoxifying. 
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Portumna-Gort Community Addiction Services
Castleoaks Day Hospital, Dominic Street, Portumna, Co Galway
Telephone  090-9759885   Fax 090-9759180
Day Hospital, Ennis Road, Gort, Co Galway
Telephone  091-630949   
Established   2003
Catchment Area:  Portumna/Gort, Co Galway
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House Yes
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurse full time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referrals from multidisciplinary team and
GP's
Contact
Addiction Counsellor
Method of Payment
Medical card
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Eclectic approach using various models
incorporating individual, family and group
therapy, plus educational, preventive and
community awareness.
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Western Area Drugs Service - Galway
64 Dominic Street, Galway
Telephone & Fax 091 561299
Established 1998 
Catchment Area:  Galway City and South County 
Status:   Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes (under 18s)
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Addiction counsellor on duty
Method of Payment
Free of charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Harm reduction service offering advice,
information, referrals and counselling to
individuals/families affected by drugs.  A
range of education/training services available
for professionals and the public.
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Western Area Drugs Service 
The Mall, Tuam, Co Galway
Telephone 093 60474/087 9059222
Established 2001
Catchment Area: Clifden to Connemara/Tuam to North Galway
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes (under 18s)
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Addiction counsellor on duty
Method of Payment
Free of charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Harm reduction service offering advice,
information, referral and counselling to
individuals/families affected by drugs.  Range
of education and training services available
for professionals and the public.
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Western Area Drugs Service - Loughrea
Dochas Nua, Bride St, Loughrea, Co Galway
Telephone 091 847088
Established 2003
Catchment Area East Galway
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes (under 18s)
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Addiction counsellor on duty
Method of Payment
Free of charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Harm reduction service offering advice,
information, referrals and counselling to
individuals/families affected by drugs.  A
range of education/training services available
for professionals and the public.
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Cuan Mhuire
Coolarne, Athenry, Co Galway
Telephone 091-797102 Fax 091-797458   
Established 1984
Catchment Area: Open access
Status: Registered charity, limited company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House Yes
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient eight weeks
Out Patient not applicable
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Others -
Conditions of Acceptance
Desire for help
Motivation to recovery
Contact
Nurse on duty
Method of Payment
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Detoxification, group therapy, individual
counselling, AA philosophy, work therapy.
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Kerry
Talbot Grove 
Treatment Centre, Castleisland, Co Kerry
Telephone 066-7141511  Fax 066-7142721
e-mail: info@talbotgrove.ie    www.talbotgrove.ie
Established  1993
Catchment Area:  Open
Status:  Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed For
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient 30 Days
Out Patient Not Applicable
After Care Two Years
Halfway House Not Applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors Part Time
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses Full Time
Counsellors Full Time
Conditions of Acceptance
Prior assessment by appointment only
Contact
Reception/Counselling staff
Method of Payment
Health insurance; Area assistance for social
welfare recipients;
Private; Industry.
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Abstinence-based, 12 Step, Minnesota Model
using group therapy individual counselling,
education/peer support, family education and
counselling, employer/employee training and
education.
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Kildare
Community Addiction Services
Newbridge Health Centre, Henry Street, Newbridge, Co Kildare
Telephone 045-446350  Fax 045-446352
Established 1998
Catchment Area:  Co Kildare, West Wicklow
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
Halfway House not applicable
After Care as required
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Education officer full time
Outreach worker full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Over 18s
Family involvement needed
Contact
Counsellors, Education officer, Outreach
worker
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, individual/family counselling,
community networking, education. Referral if
necessary. 
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Cuan Mhuire
Milltown, Athy, Co Kildare
Telephone  059-8631493/059-8631090  Fax 059-8638765
Established 1965
Catchment Area: Open access
Status:  Registered charity, limited company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House Yes
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient eight weeks
Out Patient as required
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Desire for help
Motivation to recovery
Contact
Nurse on duty
Method of Payment
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Detoxification, group therapy, individual
counselling, AA philosophy, work therapy
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Kilkenny
Carlow/Kilkenny Substance Misuse Service
Kickham Street, Kilkenny Telephone 056-7764638   Fax 056-7752213
Established 2002
Catchment Area:  Carlow/Kilkenny
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Drug/Alcohol 
Education Officers full time
Outreach Workers full time
Substance Misuse 
Coordinator full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Age 14 upwards, parental consent necessary
for under 16s.  Open referral, family
involvement encouraged.  Willingness to
engage.
Contact
Secretary
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Individual   counselling using  variety of
therapeutic approaches.  Advice, information
and education resources through drug/alcohol
education officers and outreach workers. 
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Community Addiction Treatment Service
St Luke's General Hospital, Kilkenny
Telephone  056-7763677   Fax 056-7785298
Established 1990
Catchment Area:  Kilkenny
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists part time
Nurses part time
Counsellors full time
Family therapists part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Open access
Contact
Addiction counsellor
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Outpatient detoxification in association with
GP, individual/family assessment and
counselling, Antabuse, group therapy,
concerned person's support group, education
and community awareness programme, court
referral alcohol awareness programme.
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Aislinn Adolescent Addiction Centre
Ballyragget, Co Kilkenny
Telephone   056-8833777   Fax 056-8833780 
e-mail   aislinnhope@eircom.net   www.aislinn.ie
Established  1998
Catchment  Area:  National
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient    Yes
Out Patient    No 
After Care        Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes  
Advisory Service No
Employment Assistance 
Programme              No
Addictions Dealt With                                   
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult No
Female Adult No
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient six weeks                    
Out Patient -
After Care two years
Halfway House -
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part-time
Psychologists -
Nurses full-time
Counsellors full-time
Care worker full-time
Conditions of Acceptance
Telephone appointment for assessment.
Drug/alcohol free upon admission
Contact
Secretary
Method of Payment
Payment plan discussed upon acceptance
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Drug-free centre. Minnesota 12-Step
Programme. Family participation/support.
Individualised care fostering self-worth,
recreation therapy, art therapy.
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Laois
Alcohol & Drug Counselling Services
1 Coote Street , Portlaoise, Co Laois
Telephone 0502-78282  Fax 0502-63296     e-mail:atu@portlaoise.ie
Established 1985
Catchment Area:  Laois/Offaly
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent -
Female Adolescent -
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses part time
Counsellors full time
Others -
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Secretary
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, one to one family counselling,
group work, community education and
prevention projects.
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Leitrim
See page 103 for Leitrim catchment area
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Limerick
Churchtown Day Hospital
Newcastle, Co Limerick
Telephone 069-61799   Fax 069-61883
e-mail: mgtshine@mwhb.ie
Established 1995
Catchment Area: Sector D Mid-Western region (West Limerick)
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance No
Programme
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs No
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient variable
After Care variable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologist full time
Nurses full time
Addiction counsellor part time
Social worker full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral from GP and/or psychiatric
assessment
Contact
Clinical nurse manager 
Addiction counsellor 
Method of Payment
VHI
Medical card
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
One to one counselling, group therapy, self-
esteem building, referral to residential
treatment centre where appropriate. 
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Kilmallock Day Hospital
Railway Road, Kilmallock, Co Limerick
Telephone    063-98668    Fax 063-98671
Established 1988
Catchment Area:  South/South East Limerick
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient seven days
Out Patient six weeks
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full time
Counsellors part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral from GP; motivation and willingness
Contact
Addiction Counsellor
Method of Payment
VHI 
Medical card
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Medication, psychotherapy, relaxation
therapy, anxiety management, individual
counselling, group therapy, family work and
health education.
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Limerick Community Drug & Alcohol Team
Slainte, 57 O'Connell Street, Limerick  
Telephone   061-318633/310899   Fax 061-318637
Helpline Telephone 1850 700850 2-5pm Monday to Friday
Established  2001
Catchment Area:  Mid-Western Area region
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Drug/Alcohol 
Education Officers full time
Outreach Workers full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Age 14 upwards, parents consent necessary
for under 18s.  Open referral, family
involvement encouraged. Willingness to
engage.
Contact
Counsellor/Outreach worker
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Individual   counselling using  person-centred
approach.  Advice, information and education
resources through drug and alcohol education
officers and outreach workers. Health
Information shop. 
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Limerick County Community  Drug Team
Carnegie Centre, Bishop Street, Newcastle West, Co Limerick
Telephone   069-61430    Fax 069-61431  
Helpline Telephone 1850 700850 2-5pm Monday to Friday
Established  2002
Catchment Area: Limerick county
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Drug/Alcohol 
Education Officers full time
Outreach Workers full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Age 14 upwards, parental consent necessary
for under 18s.  Open referral, family
involvement encouraged. Willingness to
engage.
Contact
Counsellor/Outreach worker
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Individual   counselling using  person-centred
approach.  Advice, information and education
resources through drug and alcohol education
officers and outreach workers.
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Primary Care Drug Assessment Unit
57 O'Connell Street, Limerick  
Telephone  061-318635   Fax 061-318637
Helpline Telephone 1850 700850  2-5pm Monday to Friday
Established 2001
Catchment Area: Mid-Western region
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol No
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes*
Female Adolescent Yes*
*see conditions of acceptance
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses part time
Counsellors full time
Drug/Alcohol 
Education Officers full time
Outreach Workers full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Assessment by child psychiatry required and
organised for the acceptance of male and
female adolescents.  Opiate/heroin users who
want to detoxify or become stable on
prescribed medication.  Integrated care plans
inclusive of re-referral to residential
treatment programmes included in services
offered 
Contact
Counsellor/Outreach worker
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Service provision as appropriate after
assessment.  Service could include
methadone prescription, counselling or
referral. 
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St Anne's Day Hospital
Roxboro Road,   Limerick.
Telephone   061-315177    Fax 061-314265
Established  1990
Catchment Area:  Limerick
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service No
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists full time
Nurses full time
Counsellors part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral from GP or Probation Officers
Psychiatric and psychological assessment
Contact
Psychiatrist
Method of Payment
Medical card
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Outpatient detoxification, one to one
counselling, group therapy, reality therapy,
family support. 
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Tevere Day Hospital
Shelbourne Road, Limerick
Telephone 061-452971  Fax 061-452310
Established  1988
Catchment Area:  North City
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service No
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient 8 to 10 weeks
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists full time
Nurses full time
Counsellors part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral from GP or Probation officers;
psychiatric and psychological assessment.
Contact
Psychiatrist
Method of Payment
Medical card
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Outpatient detoxification, one to one
counselling, group therapy, reality therapy,
family support.
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Cuan Mhuire  
Bruree, Co Limerick
Telephone  063-90555  Fax 063-90870    e-mail cuanmhuire@eircom.com
Established 1977
Catchment Area: Open access
Status:  Registered charity, limited company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House Yes
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient from eight weeks
Out Patient as required
After Care two years
Halfway House as required
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Desire for help
Motivation to recovery
Contact
Nurse on duty
Method of Payment
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Detoxification, group therapy, individual
counselling, AA/Narcotics Anonymous
philosophy, addiction study videos, tapes,
lectures, spiritual dimension of recovery.
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Longford
Community Alcohol & Drug Services
Family Centre, St Mel's Road, Longford
Telephone 043-50988 
Established 1986
Catchment Area:  Longford
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Others -
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Secretary Mullingar (044-41630/48289)
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, counselling for client, spouse,
family. Group therapy, aftercare. Varying
methods depending on client need. Outreach
service in Ballymahon and Granard,
psychiatric assessment and treatment.
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Louth
Alcoholism Counselling Service
St Brigid's Hospital, Ardee, Co Louth
Telephone   041-6853264   Fax  041-6853503
Established 1933
Catchment Area:  Louth/Meath
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient as required
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists full time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Presents sober for assessment with GP
referral
Contact
Administrator
Method of Payment
VHI
Medical card
Private
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Detoxification, individual reality-based
counselling, family counselling.
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Drogheda  Community Services 
Villa Maria, 57 Fair Street, Drogheda, Co Louth.
Telephone   041-9836084   Fax   041-9834222    e-mail: dcs@edunet.ie
Established  1970
Catchment Area:   Drogheda and its environs
Status:  Registered charity, limited company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses part time
Counsellors part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Open access and by appointment
Contact
Manager
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
One to one counselling, bereavement
counselling, family therapy
.
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Dundalk Counselling Centre
'Oakdene', 3 Seatown Place, Dundalk, Co Louth
Telephone  042-9338333 Fax 042-9333042
e-mail: oakdene@iol.ie
Established 1982
Catchment Area:  North east region
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient not applicable
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses -
Counsellors full and part time
Family therapists part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Open access and by appointment
Contact
Secretary/reception
Method of Payment
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
A therapeutic family resource offering one to
one, couple and group counselling as well as
work in the community and local schools.
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Mayo
Addiction Counselling Service
Mayo Mental Health Services, St Mary's Hospital, Castlebar, Co Mayo
Telephone Castlebar 094-9021733/9021333; Ballina 096-228191; Ballinrobe 094-9541615,
Swinford 094-9352715
Established 1984
Catchment Area: Co Mayo
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient as required
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists full time
Nurses full time
Cognitive behaviour 
therapist full time
Clinical nurse specialist 
in addiction full time
Social workers full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral by multidisciplinary team or GP
Contact
Clinical nurse specialist in addiction;
consultant psychiatrist
Method of Payment
VHI, Medical card, Private
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, detoxification, outpatient
counselling, one to one group therapy, family
support, education programmes.  Counselling
service provided in Ballina, Ballinrobe,
Belmullet, Castlebar, Claremorris, Swinford,
Westport.
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Western Area Drugs Service - North Mayo
Neighbourhood Youth Project, Pearse Street, Ballina, Co Mayo
Telephone   096-60060  Fax 096 22029  Email sean@whb.iol.ie
Established 2000
Catchment Area: North Mayo
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes, (under 18s)
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Addiction counsellor on duty
Method of Payment
Free of charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Harm reduction service offering advice,
information, referrals and counselling to
individuals/families affected by drugs.  Range
of education/training services available for
professionals and the public.
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Western Area Drugs Service - South Mayo
The Arcade, Main Street, Castlebar, Co Mayo
Telephone 094-9020430  e-mail claire.gavin@mailn.hse.ie
Established  2000
Catchment area:  South Mayo
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes (under 18s)
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Addiction counsellor on duty
Method of Payment
Free of charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Harm reduction service offering advice,
information, referrals and counselling to
individuals/families affected by drugs.  Range
of education/training services  available for
professionals and the public.
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Hope House
Foxford, Co Mayo
Telephone  094-9256888  Fax 094-9256865
e-mail: hopehouse@eircom.net   www.hopehouseireland.com
Established 1993
Catchment Area: West and North-West Connaught
Status: Private
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt with
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient 30 days
Out Patient not applicable
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part-time
Psychiatrists part-time
Psychologists part-time
Nurses full-time
Counsellors full-time
Others -
Conditions of Acceptance
Drug/alcohol free
Participation of concerned persons
Contact
Assessment counsellor
Method of Payment
VHI, BUPA, private, medical insurance
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
12 Step Abstinence-based programme, group
therapy, individual counselling, family
counsellor, education programmes, relapse
group, women's aftercare group.
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Meath
Aisling Group
Bradan Day Programme
PO Box 26, Bradan House, Navan, Co Meath,  
Aisling:Telephone & Fax 046-9474300   Bradan Telephone 045-9075979
e-mail:  aislinggroup@eircom.net   www.community.meath.ie/aislinggroup/
Established: 1987
Catchment Area National
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient six months
After Care six months
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists - 
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Open access
Contact
Staff member on duty
Method of Payment
Donations accepted
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Member of the European Federation of
Therapeutic Communities with Bradan Day
Programme offering  a six month drug-free
programme followed by six month's aftercare
and relapse prevention  Aisling Group is a
counselling, drug prevention and training
facility working with local schools,
community, parents and youth groups.
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Monaghan
Addiction Resource Centre (Arc)
Room 23, First Floor, Health Care Unit, Rooskey, Monaghan Town, Co Monaghan
Telephone 047-72100    Fax 047-72444
Established 1998
Catchment Area:  Cavan/Monaghan
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Occupational 
Therapists part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Full parental cooperation necessary in
accepting under 18's
Individual willing to engage in therapy
Contact
Counsellor in duty
Method of Payment
No fee
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, counselling for
clients/spouse/family. Aftercare, advice,
information.  
Outreach service in Bailieborough, Ballybay,
Ballyconnel, Ballyjamesduff,
Carrickmacross, Castleblayney, Cavan Town,
Clones, Cootehill, Kingscourt
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St Davnet's Hospital Services
St Davnet's Hospital, Monaghan
Telephone   047-77400     Fax 047-81527
Established 1974
Catchment Area:  Cavan/Monaghan
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient as required
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Social Worker part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Alcohol free, family and AA involvement,
commitment to recovery
Contact
Consultant psychiatrist/counsellor
Method of Payment
VHI
Medical card
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Detoxification, counselling, prevention and
education.  Services also available at Cavan
General Hospital.
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Offaly
See page 78 for Offaly catchment area
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Roscommon
Addiction Counselling Service
The Lodge, Co Hospital, Roscommon
Telephone 090-6626477  Fax 090-26200
Outreach Clinics at Athlone 090-6494121, Ballaghdareen 094-9860469,  Boyle 071-9662753,
Castlerea 094-9620622, Elphin 071-9635225, Strokestown 071-9633296
Established 1984
Catchment Area: Co Roscommon
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient two weeks
After Care up to two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Others part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral by family GP
Must present sober
Contact
Addiction counsellors
Consultant psychiatrist or Department of
Psychiatry County Hospital
Method of Payment
VHI, Medical card
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, treatment programme, one to
one counselling for clients/concerned
persons/family members, aftercare.
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Western Area Drugs Service - South Roscommon
St. Joseph’s Resoure Centre, Abbeytown, Boyle, Co Roscommon
Telephone 071 9664900  Fax 071-9662659 
e-mail: karen@whb.iol.ie
Established 2001
Catchment area:  South Roscommon
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes (under 18s)
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Addiction counsellor on duty
Method of Payment
Free of charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Harm reduction service offering advice,
information, referrals and counselling to
individuals/families affected by drugs.  Range
of education/training services available for
professionals and the public.
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Western Area Drugs Service - North Roscommon
Roscommon Youth Information Centre, Castle Street, Roscommon
Telephone 090-6625395   Fax 090 327398  e-mail:  mary@whb.iol.ie
Established 2001
Catchment:  North Roscommon
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes (under 18s)
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
None
Contact
Addiction counsellor on duty
Method of Payment
Free of charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Harm reduction service offering advice,
information, referrals and counselling to
individuals/families affected by drugs.
Range of education/training services
available for professionals and the public.
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Sligo
Alcohol & Substance Counselling Service
12 Johnston Court, Sligo
Telephone  Sligo  071-9143316  Ballymote 071-9183002  
Established  1987
Catchment Area:  Sligo/Leitrim/South Donegal/West Cavan
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses full time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Sober on attendance
Consenting
Contact
Addiction counsellor
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, one to one counselling, group
therapy, family and concerned person
support, varied treatment goals, relapse
prevention.  Acute hospital liaison service,
access to residential treatment, referral to
other Area services.
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Tipperary - South
South Tipperary Alcohol & Addiction Service
Coolgreaney House Mental Health Day Hospital, Queen Street, Clonmel, Co Tipperary
Telephone  052-23015   Fax 052-70951
Established  1992
Catchment Area:  Tipperary South Riding
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient -
Out Patient 12-14 weeks
After Care two years
Halfway House -
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Alcohol and drug-free where possible
Contact
Addiction counsellors
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, detoxification, treatment and
aftercare, counselling, individual, group and
family therapy, advice, information,
education.
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South Tipperary Substance Misuse Service
11/12 Peter Street, Clonmel, Co Tipperary 
Telephone 052-77900 Fax 052-77919
Established 2002
Catchment Area:  South Tipperary
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Drug/Alcohol Education 
Officers full time
Outreach Workers full time
Substance Misuse 
Coordinator full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Age 14 upwards, parental consent necessary
for under 16s.  Open referral, family
involvement encouraged.  Willingness to
engage.
Contact
Secretary
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Individual  counselling using person-centered
approach.  Advice, information and education
resources through drug and alcohol education
officers and outreach workers. 
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Aiseiri
Townpark,  Cahir, Co Tipperary
Telephone  052-41166   Fax 052-42250
e-mail: aiseiri@eircom.net   www.aiseiri.ie
Established 1983
Catchment Area: Munster/Leinster
Status: Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House Yes
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient 30 days
Out Patient not applicable
After Care two years
Halfway House three-six months
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses part time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Drug and alcohol free; preliminary interview
and assessment; participation of
family/concerned persons
Contact
Admissions officer
Method of Payment
VHI, BUPA, Private, by arrangement,
Industry
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Second stage residential abstinence based
structured programme, Minnesota Model,
Hazelden trained staff, Twelve steps, Reality
therapy, Rational emotive based therapy,
relapse groups and individual sessions,
special outpatient and five day residential
Family Programme for concerned persons.
Third stage therapeutic rehabilitation
programme when necessary focusing on
addiction, mental health, life skills, access to
training and further education at Ceim Eile,
Waterford.
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Tipperary - North
North Tipperary Drug & Alcohol Service
94A Silver Street, Nenagh, Co Tipperary    
Telephone 067-42220/422221    Fax 067-34549
e-mail: ntdas@eircom.net   
Established 2003
Catchment Area:  North Tipperary
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No 
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Drug/Alcohol 
Education Officers full time
Outreach Workers full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Age 14 upwards, parents consent necessary
for under 18s.  Open referral, family
involvement encouraged.  Willingness to
engage.
Contact
Counsellor
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Individual counselling using person centred
approach.  Advice, information and education
resources through drug and alcohol education
officers and outreach workers
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North Tipperary Mental Health Services
5 Lower Sarsefield Street, Nenagh, Co Tipperary
Telephone 067-34007  Fax 067 37079   
Established 1995
Catchment Area: North Tipperary
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as appropriate
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses part time
Counsellors part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Alcohol and drug-free where possible
Contact
Addiction Counsellor
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Multidisciplinary approach with assessment,
detoxification, treatment and aftercare,
counselling, individual, group and family
therapy. Advice, information, education.
Referral as appropriate.
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Thurles Addiction Counselling Service
St Mary's Health Centre, Upper Parnell Street, Thurles, Co Tipperary.
Telephone 0504-23828     
Established 1995
Catchment Area: North Tipperary
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as appropriate
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists part time
Nurses part time
Counsellors part time
Conditions of Acceptance
Alcohol and drug-free where possible
Contact
Addiction Counsellor
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Multidisciplinary approach with assessment,
detoxification, treatment and aftercare,
counselling, individua, group and family
therapy. Advice, information, education.
Referral as appropriate.
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Waterford
A.C.C.E.P.T Substance Misuse Team
10a Waterside, Waterford, Telephone 051-301201
Brook House, Cork Road, Waterford, Telephone  051-842790   Fax  051-842348
Established  1992
Catchment Area: Waterford city and country, south Kilkenny
Status: Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Substance Misuse 
Coordinator full time
Drug Education 
Officer full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Open access
Contact
Secretary, counsellors
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Assessment, advice, information, individual
counselling, group therapy, family support,
outpatient, inpatient, detoxification,
Antabuse. Counsellors offer outreach support
to clients in the Department of Psychiatry,
Waterford Regional Hospital.
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E.A.P. Institute
143 Barrack Street, Waterford
Telephone  051-855733  Fax 051-879626   Freephone 1850 515 515
e-mail: eapinstitute@eircom.net
Established 1980
Catchment Area: National/International
Status: Private
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists part time
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Client motivated to live free from mind-
altering substances
Contact
Receptionist
Method of Payment
Employer
VHI/BUPA
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Minnesota 12 Step model.  Assessment, one
to one counselling,  referral and follow up for
employees who may be experiencing work-
related problems due to misuse of drugs,
alcohol or mind-altering substances.
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Westmeath
Community Alcohol & Drugs Services
St Martin's Centre,  St Vincent's Hospital,  Athlone, Co Westmeath
Telephone   090- 6474028
Catchment Area:  Longford/Westmeath
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent - over 16 Yes
Female Adolescent - over 16 Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses part time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Voluntary involvement
Contact
Secretary
Counsellors
Consultant psychiatrists
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Outpatient, community based service
providing  psychiatric assessment and
treatment, addiction counselling, treatment of
opiate dependency and polydrug use. Referral
to residential rehabilitation facilities/other
services as required. Referral to St Loman's
Hospital, Mullingar for inpatient treatment of
associated psychiatric/psychological disorder
if required. 
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Community Alcohol & Drug Services
Bishopsgate Street, Mullingar, Co Westmeath   
Telephone 044-48289/41630   Fax 044-45131
Catchment Area:  Longford/Westmeath
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent - over 16 Yes
Female Adolescent - over 16 Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses part time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Voluntary involvement
Contact
Secretary
Counsellors
Consultant psychiatrists
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Outpatient, community based service
providing  psychiatric assessment and
treatment, addiction counselling, treatment of
opiate dependency and polydrug use. Referral
to residential rehabilitation facilities/other
services as required. Referral to St Loman's
Hospital, Mullingar for inpatient treatment of
associated psychiatric /psychological disorder
if required. 
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Marist Rehabilitation Centre
Retreat Road,  Athlone, Co Westmeath
Telephone   090-6472035   Fax 0902-6476781   e-mail: maristcentre@hotmail.com
Established  1978
Catchment Area:  Open access
Status:  Registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult No
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient from 14 weeks
Out Patient not applicable
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral from GP or Area,  Drug Task Forces,
Probation & Welfare and self referral. 
Alcohol and drug free, self motivated
Interview and assessment.
Contact
Director of counselling
Method of Payment
Social Welfare recipients - 65% of income
Others - by arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Minnesota Model 12 Step programme, group
therapy, relapse programme, one to one
counselling, meditation, referral service.
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Wexford
Wexford Substance Misuse Service
Park House, Henry Street, New Ross, Co Wexford
Telephone  051 426600  Fax 051 426629  
Established 1985
Catchment Area:  Co Wexford
Status Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient as required
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Education Officer full time
Substance Misuse 
Coordinator full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Open referral
Contact
Administrator
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Individual, group therapy, family meetings,
involvement with AA, Al-Anon. Educational
work in local schools. 
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Aiseiri
Roxborough, Wexford
Telephone  053-41818   Fax  053-46004
e-mail: aiseiriwexford@eircom.net    www.aiseiri.ie
Established 1987
Catchment Area: Leinster
Status:   Private registered charity
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient No
After Care Yes
Halfway House Yes
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient 30 days
Out Patient not applicable
After Care two years
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists -
Nurses part time
Counsellors full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Drug and alcohol free; screening interview;
participation of family/concerned persons
aged 20+
Contact
Admissions officer
Method of Payment
VHI
Private
By Arrangement
Industry
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Professional 12 Step/Abstinence-based
programme, group therapy, individual
counselling, peer and relapse groups,
outpatient family support programme,
bibliotherapy.
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Wicklow
Arklow Community Addiction Team 
Arklow Treatment Centre,
9a Upper Main Street, Arklow, Co Wicklow
Telephone    0402-33577   Fax  0402-33745    e-mail:  arklowcat@eircom.net
Established  2000
Catchment Area:  Arklow
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking Yes
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent Yes
Female Adolescent Yes
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses part time
Counsellors full time
Project Worker full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Team assessment
Contact
Self referral
Project worker
Counsellor
Method of Payment
No charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Counselling and alternative therapies.
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Bray Community Addiction Team
37 Beechwood Close, Boghall road Bray, Co Wicklow 
Telephone 01-2764692  Fax 01-2764693
4b Dublin Road, Bray, Co Wicklow, Telephone 01-2745630  Fax 01-2745627
e-mail brayaddictionteam@eircom.net
Established 2002
Catchment Area:  Bray
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient No
Out Patient No
After Care No
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs No
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient not applicable
Out Patient not applicable
After Care not applicable
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors -
Psychiatrists -
Psychologists -
Nurses -
Counsellors full time
Project Workers full time
Prison Link Worker full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Open access
Contact
Staff member on duty
Method of Payment
no charge
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
One to one counselling, addiction
counselling,  advocacy, referral and part-
funding to residential rehabilitation, external
counselling service available.
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Newcastle Hospital
Newcastle, Co Wicklow
Telephone  01-2819001   Fax  01-2819325
Established 1965
Catchment Area: Community Care Area 10
Status:  Health Service Executive
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling No
Advisory Service Yes
Employment Assistance 
Programme No
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs No
Smoking No
Eating Disorders No
Gambling No
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient as required
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors full time
Psychiatrists full time
Psychologists part time
Nurses full time
Counsellors -
Social workers full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Completed referral form, GP referral
Contact
Medical secretary
Method of Payment
VHI
Medical card
Private
By arrangement
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
All modalities.
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Forest
County Wicklow
Telephone 01 201 5863
info@forest.ie   www.forest.ie
Catchment Area: National
Status: Private Limited Company
Treatment Facilities
In Patient Yes
Out Patient Yes
After Care Yes
Halfway House No
Counselling Yes
Advisory Service Yes
EAP Yes
Addictions Dealt With
Alcohol Yes
Drugs Yes
Smoking No
Eating Disorders Yes
Gambling Yes
Prescribed Drugs Yes
Services Designed for
Male Adult Yes
Female Adult Yes
Male Adolescent No
Female Adolescent No
Length of Treatment
In Patient three weeks
Out Patient as required
After Care as required
Halfway House not applicable
Qualified Staff
Medical Doctors part time
Psychiatrists part time
Psychologists full time
Nurses part time
Counsellors full time
Social Worker full time
Conditions of Acceptance
Referral from GP, Counsellor,
Concerned Person or Self
Contact
Director/Secretary
Method of Payment
VHI, BUPA Ireland, Private
Treatment Methods & Services Provided
Forest is a non-confrontational guesthouse
environment based on Motivational
Interviewing. Therapy takes place primarily
in a one-to-one setting, complemented by
groups, family counselling and well-being
activities like yoga, walking in Wicklow
Mountain National Park, aikido, cooking and
art classes. 
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Additional AIDS/Drug Services
Gay Men's Health Project
Baggot Street Clinic,  19 Haddington Road, Dublin 4
Telephone 01-6602189    Fax  01-6680050   e-mail:  bsclinic@eircom.net
Catchment area: East Coast Area/Northern Area/South Western Area Areas
Sexual clinic for gay, bisexual and men who have sex with men. Services include STI screening,
HIV testing, Hepatitis B testing and vaccine.
Open Tuesday &  Wednesday 6pm - 8pm
Drop in free confidential service, no appointment necessary.
Contact:  Coordinator
Women's Health Project - for women working in prostitution
Baggot Street Clinic, 19 Haddington Road, Dublin 4
Telephone  01-6602189       Fax  01-6680050  e-mail:  bsclinic@eircom.net
Freephone 1800 201187
Catchment area: East Coast Area/Northern Area/South Western Area Areas
Provides specialist advice, STI screening, HIV testing, Hepatitis B & C testing, Hepatitis B
vaccinations, cervical smear testing, contraception, safe sex advice, condoms.
Offers information and referral, counselling and outreach service.
Addiction Service offers assessments, methadone, counselling, needle exchange and referral if
appropriate.
Community Welfare service offers advice, training and education for statutory, voluntary and
community agencies. 
Wednesday 2pm - 4pm, all services, Thursday 8.30 - 10.30pm, (all services excluding drug
assessments)
Drop in free,  confidential service, no appointment necessary.
Young People's Programme
Baggot Street Clinic,  19 Haddington Road, Dublin 4
Telephone 01-6602189    Fax  01-6680050   e-mail:  bsclinic@eircom.net
Monday 5pm - 7pm;  Friday 2pm - 5pm
HIV Testing Tuesday 2pm - 5pm; Thursday 5pm - 7pm
HIV Clinic Thursday 7.15pm - 8pm
Urine Supervision 2pm - 5pm
Mobile Bus Nightly 6.30pm - 7.30 pm @ Doctor Steeven's Hospital, Dublin 8, 
Telephone 01-6790700
Outreach four nights a week; needle exchange, condom advice and referral.
Contact:  Coordinator.
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Advice/Support Services
Centrecare
1a Cathedral Street, Dublin I
Telephone 01-8726775/8746915   Fax 01-8727003
e-mail: info@centrecare.ie    www.centrecare.ie
Offers a wide range of personal social services.  Professionally trained staff provide help through
advice, information, support on issues such as welfare entitlements, housing, alcohol and/or drug
dependency, family issues and domestic problems. 
Contact: Coordinator
Community Awareness Of Drugs, (CAD)
31 Central Hotel Chambers, Dame Court, Dublin 2,
Telephone 01-6792681,  Fax 01-6797818
e-mail: communityawareness@eircom.net
Voluntary organisation/registered charity which aims to reduce the demand for drugs by providing
comprehensive drugs education programmes to parents and carers, drugs education and training
opportunities for community workers.  Services include advice, referral and:
CAD 'Parenting for Prevention' programme
An interactive six week  educational programme offering 
-  current  information on drugs and effects
-  exploration of  attitudes, beliefs, decisions relating to substance misuse
-  opportunity to develop  family-orientated drug prevention strategy
CAD Drug Education Training Opportunities
Coordinates drug education/training opportunities for community based youth workers.  Includes
inputs from educators in pharmacology and addiction,  drug education training weekends/days to
share personal experiences among people whose lives by been affected by substance misuse.
CAD Drug Awareness Presentation
Delivered at local community level focuses on prevention, information and local relevant
services,  can be adapted to suit a variety of audiences.     In house training packages tailored to
meet staff needs.
Community Response
9 Meath Street, Dublin 8
Telephone 01-4549772   Fax 01-4547378
e-mail: commresp@iol.ie
Works with individuals, families and communities in southwest Inner City to help people
determine their own solutions to drug issues.  Services include drug awareness programmes in
schools/youth groups, training for community/residents groups,  family support, training
programme, research and treatment issues.
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Community Lynks Project
Oblates Basketball Arena, Tyrconnell Road, Dublin 8.
Telephone 01-4020263    Fax 01-4020263
e-mail: lynks@eircom.net
Rehabilitation project placing people in recovery from drug and alcohol problems into education,
training and employment.  Clients may self-refer or be professionally referred.
Drugs Awareness Programme (Dap) Crosscare
The Red House, Clonliffe College, Dublin 3,
Telephone  01-8360911  Fax  01-8360745
e-mail: info@drugawareness.ie  www.dap.ie 
Provides drug education/prevention services - such as training courses and consultancy - to
develop knowledge, skills and competencies for a wide range of settings and sectors.  These
include parents, school, community groups, employers, youth workers.  Also provides public
information on drug matters by 'phone, web site and mail.  Limited counselling service available,
and  web site includes confidential live help.
Contact: Director or Office Administrator
Drughs/HIV Helpline 1800 495 495
Support, information, guidance and referal for anyone with a question or concern related to
substance use and /or HIV and sexual health. 
EURAD - Europe Against Drugs
8 Waltersland Road, Stillorgan, Co Dublin
Telephone 01-2756766    Fax 01-2756768
e-mail: eurad@iol.ie   www.eurad.net
Funded by the European Foundation to reduce the demand for drugs.    Offers a Resource Centre
for those seeking information in drug awareness area, offers educational talks to young people,
parent, adult and community groups.  Parental support and counselling for individuals and
families available.
Contact:  Irish based International President
Kilkenny City Drugs Initiative
Kilkenny Rural Drugs Initiative
Ossory Youth Service, Desart Hall, New Street Kilkenny
Telephone 056-61200   Fax 056-52385
e-mail: oys@iol.ie
Both initiatives launched in response to growing concern regarding the increasing available and
abuse of drugs.  Work with parents and young people to educate and create awareness in the area
of drugs and alcohol.  Kilkenny City Drugs Initiative has a drop in service.  Kilkenny Rural
Drugs Initiative has an outreach service.
Contact:  Project Worker
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Education, Training, Publications
Canal Communities Training Programme - TURAS
Unit 6, Grand Canal Business Centre, Jamestown Rd, Dublin 8.
Telephone 01-4546366/4549209    Fax 01-4546366
e-mail:  turas@indigo.ie
Designed to engage recovering drug users who are marginalized in their community.  Offers an
opportunity to attain education qualifications through Further Education & Training Awards
Council, (FETAC) certification and other accreditation. Modules include literacy, maths, history,
computer skills, arts, drama, music as well as personal development, relaxation and alternative
therapies.  A by-product is the chance to gain personal confidence and develop skills that would
allow  progress into further education or employment and lead fuller lives within their
community.
Irish Association Of Alcohol And Addiction Counsellors (IAAAC)
Senior House, All Hallows College, Grace Park Road, Drumcondra, Dublin 9
Telephone 01-7979187   Fax 01-7979188
e-mail: info@iaaac.org    www.iaaac.org
A national professional accrediting body aiming to
- promote high ethical and professional standards in the field of addiction counselling
- offer ongoing support, education and training for members
-  represent the views and interests of members
- establish a communications network
Accredited and associate members may receive a bimonthly newsletter.
Contact:  Administrator
Educational Materials
Living Solutions/Hazelden Distributor Europe,
P.0 Box 616 Cork
Telephone 021-4314300 - 24 hour answering service  Fax 021-4961269
e-mail livhaz@indigo.ie    www.livingsolutions.ie
Distributes the entire  stocklist of  Hazelden's  self-help, recovery, inspirational, spirituality and
meditation books, plus a database of over one million English language other relevant  titles may
be ordered.
Also available
specific material for prisons/detention centres
video catalogue for professionals
employee assistance programmes
education and prevention catalogue for those working with children,  adolescents and young
adults
Hazelden Endorsed European Addiction Counsellor Training programme - a year long
programme of three one month academic blocks and 12 week practicum blocks at approved
centres - is also available.
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Drug Task Forces 
Local Drug Task Forces (LDTFs) were set up in 1997 in 14 areas in Dublin experiencing the
highest levels of illicit drug use, particularly heroin.   These LDTFs bring together organisations
in the statutory and voluntary sectors to work with local community and public representatives in
developing local, targeted responses to illicit drug use.
The success of the LDTFs has prompted the Government to extend the Task Force model to other
parts of the country.  Regional Drugs Task Forces (RDTFs) operate from a wider geographic base
than the LDTFs, serving diverse communities from urban and rural backgrounds. The ultimate
aim is that each Task Force will provide a profile of all existing or planned services and resources
dealing with drug misuse in their areas and coordinates area-appropriate services.
This is an expanding service. For more information about new/incoming services in your region
contact the National Drugs Strategy Team, 4-5 Harcourt Road, Dublin 2, telephone 01-4754120. 
A-Z Local Drug Task Forces in Dublin Region
Ballyfermot Local Drugs Task Force,
Addiction Services, Bridge House, Cherry Orchard Hospital, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10
Telephone 01-6206488    Fax 01-6206401
e-mail:   frank.gilligan@erha.ie
Ballymun Local Drugs Task Force,
Axis Centre, Main Street, Ballymun, Dublin 9
Telephone 01-8832142    Fax 01-8832144
e-mail:  ballymundrugstf@axis-ballymun.ie    hugh.greaves@axis-ballymun.ie
Blanchardstown Drug Task Force, 
22a Main Street, Blanchardstown, Dublin 15
Telephone 01-8604845   Fax 01-8604848
e-mail joseph.doyle@nahb.ie
Bray Local Drugs Task Force
Unit 2, First Floor, 24 Florence Road, Bray, Co Wicklow
Telephone 01-2762975 086-3801599   Fax 01-2762941
e-mail:  niamhmcalinden@eircom.net
Canal Communities Local Drugs Task Force
c/o Addiction Services,
Bridge House, Cherry Orchard Hospital, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10
Telephone 01-6206413   Fax 01-6206401
e-mail:  mary.ryder@swahb.ie
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Clondalkin Local Drugs Task Force,
Unit 5, Oakfield, Clondalkin, Dublin 22.
Telephone 01-4579445   Fax 01-4579422
e-mail:  cdtfl@indigo.ie
Dublin North East Drugs Task Force,
Coolock Development Centre, Bunratty Drive, Coolock, Dublin 17, 
Telephone 01-8479788  Fax 01-8479525
e-mail dnedtaskforce@eircom.net    www.dnedrugstaskforce.ie
Dublin 12 Drugs Task Force,
Addiction Services, Bridge House, Cherry Orchard Hospital, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10
Telephone 01-6206422    Fax  01-6206401
aoife.fitzgerald@swahb.ie
Dun Laoghaire/Rathdown Local Drugs Task Force,
Drugs & Aids Service  First Floor, Centenary House, 35 York Road, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin
Telephone 01-2803335    Fax 01-2300690
e-mail:  centenaryhouse@eircom.net    
Finglas/Cabra Local Drugs Task Force,
Northern Area Area, 2nd Floor, Phibsboro Tower, Phibsboro, Dublin 7
Telephone 01-8820300   Fax 01-8820330
e-mail:  dtf@eircom.net
North Inner City Local Drugs Task Force
22 Lower Buckingham Street, Dublin 1
Telephone 01-8366592   Fax 01-8366286
e-mail:  nicdtf@iol.ie
South Inner City Local Drugs Task Force
Addiction Services, Bridge House, Cherry Orchard Hospital, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10
Telephone 01-6206400   Fax 01-6206401
e-mail: colm.brown@swahb.ie
Tallaght Drugs Task Force,
Addiction Services, Bridge House, Cherry Orchard Hospital, Ballyfermot, Dublin 10.
Telephone 01-6206414   Fax 01-6206401
mobile 0878-6624729
coordinator@swahb.ie   lisa.baggott@swahb.ie
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Regional Drugs Task Forces 
East Coast Area Regional Drugs Task Force,
East Coast Area Area, Southern Cross House, Southern Cross Business Park, Boghall Road, Bray,
Co Wicklow
Telephone 01-2014200 e-mail:  siobhan.turner@erha.ie
Northern Area Regional Drugs Task Force, 
Park House, North Circular Road, Dublin 7
Telephone 01-8823492  e-mail:  jrenehan@eircom.net
South Western Area Regional Drugs Task Force,
Bridge House, Cherry Orchard Hospital, Dublin 12.
Telephone 01-6206400  087-2851921     e-mail: m.farnan@erha.ie
Midland Regional Drugs Task Force,
Midland Area, Health Promotion Service, The Old Maltings, Coote St, Portlaoise, Co Laois
Telephone 0502-64566    086-3801164
e-mail:  bill.ebbitt@mhb.ie
Mid-Western Regional Drugs Task Force,
Drugs Strategy Coordinator, Mid-Western Area, 57 O'Connell Street, Limerick
Telephone 061-318633  e-mail:  bneeson@mwhb.ie
North Eastern Drugs Task Force,
Health Promotion Unit, North Eastern Area, Railway Street, Navan, Co Meath
Telephone 046-47152   086-2888829  e-mail: naziheldin@nehb.ie
North Western Regional Drugs Task Force
Addiction and Counselling Services, North Western Area, 12 Johnston Court, O'Connell Street,
Sligo.
Telephone 071-43316   087-7976161
e-mail: patricia.garland@nwhb.ie
Southern Regional Drugs Task Force
Coordinator,  Drugs and Alcohol Services, Southern Area, St Finbarr's Hospital, Douglas Road,
Cork
Telephone 021-4923135   086-2574522
e-mail: collinsw@shb.ie
South Eastern Regional Drugs Task Force
Drugs Coordinator, South Eastern Area, St Patrick's Hospital, John's Hill, Waterford.
Telephone 051-846720    087-2791504
e-mail:  bardent@sehb.ie
Western Regional Drugs Task Force
Regional Drugs Coordinator, Western Area Drugs Services, 64 Dominic Street , Galway
Telephone 091-561299  e-mail: fiona.walsh2@mailn.hse.ie
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Needle Exchange Services
Needle exchange is provided free of charge to over 18s who are confirmed drugs users. In certain
circumstances, a service is available to 16-18 year olds. It provides a network of facilities to
ensure access for all drug misusers to sterile injecting equipment as part of addiction health
promoting services. This is an expanding service with more clinics coming on stream. For further
information contact Area Addiction Headquarters.
East Coast Area
Arklow Health Centre - Tuesday noon - 5pm
Baggot Street Clinic - Wednesday 2.15pm - 4.30pm
Bray Health Centre- Mobile Bus Monday, Wednesday and Friday 2.30pm - 3. 30pm
Back packing outreach needle exchange facility being developed Arklow/Bray 
Tuesday 6pm - 7pm 
Dundrum Health Centre- Monday and Wednesday 6.30pm - 7.30pm 
Sallynoggin Health Centre - Monday and Thursday 6.30pm - 7.30pm
Northern Area
Ballymun Health Centre, Tuesday 6pm - 8.30 pm
Blessington Street Tuesday and Friday 8.30am - 10am
Blakestown Wednesday 6pm - 8pm
Coolmine Industrial Estate Monday to Friday noon - 1pm
Mobile Unit Monday - Friday 10.30 am 2pm
Mountview Thursday 2pm - 5pm
North Strand Health Centre Friday 2.15 pm - 4.30pm
Summerhill Health Centre Tuesday 2.15pm - 4.30 pm
Wellmount Health Centre, Finglas Friday 2.15pm - 4.30pm
South Western Area 
Aisling Clinic, Cherry Orchard Hospital Monday 2.15 - 4.30 pm
Ballyfermot Health Centre Tuesday 2.15pm - 4.30pm
Dr Steeven's Hospital Mobile Unit Monday to Friday 9.30am - 10.45am
Inchicore Health Centre Thursday 2.15pm - 4.30 pm
Jobstown, Tallaght 5pm - 7pm
Merchant's Quay, Monday to Friday 2.15pm - 4.30 pm
St Aengus Tallaght Tuesday 2.15pm - 4.30pm
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Satellite Clinics
Satellite clinics are smaller treatment facilities established within local areas for local drug
misusers.  Treatments services are provided by general practitioners who have been trained in
drug misuse.  Clients have access to urine screening and counselling on site in addition to some
support from treatment clinics. For referral to Satellite clinic services, contact Senior Addiction
Counsellor in appropriate Community Care Area.
East Coast Area
Ballywaltrim Satellite
c/o  Lincara Centre, Boghall Road, Bray, Co Wicklow
No telephone access
Monday 5.30pm - 7.30pm
Tuesday/Wednesday/Thursday  7.30pm - 9.30pm
Dundrum Health Centre
Upper Churchtown Road, Dublin 14
Telephone 01-2983116/2983200
Tuesday & Thursday 6pm - 7.30pm
Fassaroe 
Ard Chulann, c/o Little Bray Resource Centre, Fassaroe, Bray, Co Wicklow
Telephone 01-2867644
Tuesday & Thursday  5pm - 7pm
Killarney Road Health Centre
Bray, Co Wicklow, telephone 01-2860532/2862172
Monday/Wednesday/Thursday    6.30pm - 7.30 pm
Loughlinstown Satellite Clinic
St Columcille's Hospital, Loughlinstown, Co Dublin, 
Telephone 01-2825800
Tuesday & Thursday 10.30am - 1pm
Mobile Clinic
Southern Cross Business Park, Boghall Road, Bray, Co Wicklow
Monday-Friday 10.30am - noon (maintenance)   2.30pm - 3.30pm (low dose)
Saturday & Sunday 10.30am - 11.45 am (maintenance)    12.30pm - 1.30 pm (low dose) 
Nurse on mobile bus in attendance at all times
Mountown Satellite Clinic
c/o Patrick Street Clinic, Dun Laoghaire, Co Dublin
Telephone 01-2802472/2802482
Monday 2.45pm - 3.45pm; Wednesday 2.45pm - 3.45pm
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Sallynoggin Health Centre
Upper Glenageary Road,  Sallynoggin, Co Dublin
Telephone 01-2800786/2806754
Monday 8pm - 9.30pm,  Wednesday 5.30pm - 7pm  Thursday 8pm - 9.30pm
Northern Area 
Barry Centre
Barry Shopping Complex, Finglas West, Dublin 11, Telephone 01-8463811
Monday to Friday 9am - 5pm 
Bonnybrook Youth Resource Centre
Bonnybrook, Dublin 17, Telephone 01-8489309
Wednesday  2pm - 4pm   Friday 10am - 11.30am 
Cabra Satellite Clinic
121 Boombridge Close, Ballyboggan Road, Dublin 7, Telephone 01-8307455
Wednesday 11am -1pm    Friday  11am - 1.30pm
Coolock Health Centre
Cromcastle Road, Coolock, Dublin 5, Telephone 01-8487665
Monday 10am -noon  Wednesday 8pm -9.30pm
Corduff Health Centre
Dublin 15, Telephone 01-8211131
Friday 2pm - 5pm
Darndale Health Centre
Belcamp Lane, Darndale, Dublin 17, Telephone 01-8488951
Monday 9am -noon  Monday-Friday  2.30pm - 4pm 
Donnycarney Satellite Centre
Collins Avenue East, Dublin 5, Telephone 01-8328040
Monday 1.30pm - 3pm  Wednesday 10am -  noon  Thursday  9.30am - 11am  
Edenmore Health Centre
Edenmore Park, Dublin 5, Telephone 01-8480666
Friday 8am -10am  
Howth Health Centre
Main Street, Howth, Co Dublin, Telephone 01-8322984
Wednesday  5pm  - 7pm   
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Kilbarrack Health Centre
Foxfield Crescent, Dublin 5,  Telephone 01-8391221
Tuesday 9.30am -  12.30pm   Friday   2pm -5pm 
Mobile Clinic 
Daily route Steevan's Hospital/City Centre/Ballymun/grounds James Connolly Memorial
Hospital, Blanchardstown. More information from NAHB Addiction Services, 2nd Floor
Phibsboro Tower, Dublin 7 Telephone  01-8820300
Mountview Health Centre 
Blakestown Rd, Clonsilla Dublin 15 Telephone 01- 8210703
Monday to Thursday 5pm -7pm 
Mulhuddart
Dromheath Avenue, Mulhuddart, Dublin 15, Telephone 01-8208440
Monday 2pm - 4pm    Thursday 10.30am -12.30pm 
Swords Health Centre
Bridge Street, Swords, Co Dublin, Telephone 01-8902200
Monday 5pm -7.30pm
The Mews
North Circular Road, Dublin 7, Telephone 01-8383852
Monday to Friday 9am - noon 
Thompson Centre
53 Mountjoy Street, Dublin 1, Telephone 01-8602000
Monday & Friday  9.30am -  1pm;   Monday &  Wednesday 2pm - 5pm   Thursday  2pm - 8pm
Wellmount Health Centre
Finglas, Dublin 11, Telephone 01-8346119
Monday to Friday 5pm - 7pm  Saturday & Sunday 9am - 11am 
South Western Area 
Addiction Response Crumlin
Telephone 01-4563131
Monday 2pm - 6pm, Tuesday 4pm - 6pm, Wednesday 2pm - 4pm, Thursday 1.30pm -
4pm/4.30pm - 6.30pm
Bride Street Health Centre
Telephone 01-4543344
Monday & Wednesday 5.30pm - 7.30pm
Brookfield Addiction Support Programme, (BASP) 
Telephone 01-4147909
Tuesday & Thursday 2pm - 4.30pm
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Community Addiction Response Programme, Killinarden,
Telephone 01-4526617
Tuesday, Wednesday & Thursday 9am - 11.30am; Thursday 5pm - 7pm
Deansrath Health Centre, 
Telephone 01-4574060
Wednesday & Friday 2pm - 4pm
Fettercairn Community Centre
Telephone 01-4623192
Tuesday 9am - noon, Thursday 4.30pm - 7pm
Jobstown Community Centre 
Telephone 01-4597756
Monday to Friday 2.15pm - 4.30pm
Merchants Quay Service
Telephone 01-6790044
Wednesday 1am - noon,  Friday 2.30pm - 4.30pm
Rathmines Health Centre 
Telephone 01-4973547
Tuesday & Thursday 7.30am - 9am
St Aengus Project, Tymon North 
Telephone 01-4602542
Tuesday 6pm - 8pm, Wednesday 2pm - 5pm, Friday 6pm - 8pm
St Andrew's Community Centre
Telephone 01-4540021
Dolphin House - Monday & Wednesday 2.30pm - 3.30pm, Friday 2pm - 4pm
Fatima Mansions - Monday & Wednesday 3.30pm - 4.30pm
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Self Help 
Alcoholics Anonymous (AA)
109 South Circular Road, Leonard's Corner, Dublin 8,
Telephone 01-4538998  Fax 01-4537673
e-mail ala@indigo.ie   www.alcoholicsanonymous.ie
Offers support for male and female alcoholics seeking to stop drinking. 
For information on local meetings contact above address
After hours: 01-6795967 6.30pm - 10pm Monday-Friday. 10am -10pm Saturday & Sunday
Belfast Central Service Office, 7 Donegall Street Place, Belfast BT1 2FN Telephone 028-434848.
Cork Telephone 021-500481 8pm -10pm, 
Galway Telephone 091-567807 8pm -10pm, 
Kerry Telephone 066-7128729 
Limerick Telephone 061-311222
Al-Anon
5 Capel Street, Dublin 1
Telephone 01-8732699   
Fellowship of men and women whose life have been or are affected by another person's
compulsive drinking.
Information helpline giving details of  Al Anon meetings countrywide open 10.30am - 2.30pm
Monday to Saturday.  Weekend confidential helpline open  Saturday to Monday. 
Alateen
5 Capel Street, Dublin 1
Telephone 01-8732699  
Fellowship of young people whose lives have been or are affected by a parent's compulsive
drinking.
Information helpline for young people  10.30am - 2.30pm Monday to Saturday.  Weekend
confidential helpline open Saturday to Monday
ANEW - Able And New Women
Athlumney, Navan, Co Meath
Telephone 046-21279/086-2744198
e-mail: fnugent@iolfree.ie   www.anew.ie
A support organisation for women recovering from alcoholism. A totally Irish organisation,
ANEW has replaced  the US-founded Women for Sobriety.  Weekly meetings are held at various
locations in Ireland.
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Narcotics Anonymous Ireland (NA)
4/5 Eustace Street, Dublin 2, telephone 01-6728000   www.na.ireland.org
P.O. Box 1368 Cardiff Lane, Dublin 2
Helpline Eastern Area, 086-8629308, Southern Area 021-4278411, Western Area 086-8149004
Offers support to recovering adults who have a found a way to live without the use of drug.
Weekly NA meetings are held throughout the country to help participants to continue to live
without drugs by applying a 12 Step Recovery Programme. 
Nar Anon
38 Upper Gardiner Street, Dublin 1
Telephone 01-8748431    www.na.ireland.org
Offers support to families of people who are using drugs compulsively.  Weekly Nar Anon
meetings are held to support family members and relatives using a 12 Step Recovery Programme.
Helplines
Drugs / HIV helpline 1800 459 459
Drugs Awarnes Programme; www.dap.ie (online help)
Slainte, Limerick 1850 700 850
Smokers Quit Line 1850 201 203
Alcoholics Anonymous 01 4538998 / 6795967
Alanon 01 8732699
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Health Promotion Departments
East Coast Area, Telephone 01-2744200, e-mail: promotinghealth@maild.hse.ie
Northern Area, Telephone 01-8823416/14
South Western Area, Telephone 01-4632800, e-mail: hpd@mailc.hse.ie  
Midlands Area, Telephone 0506-57800, e-mail: health-promotion@mailq.hse.ie
Mid Western Area, Telephone 061-483215, e-mail: bneeson@mwhb.ie
North Eastern Area, Telephone 046-9076400, e-mail: hpadmin@maile.hse.ie
North Western Area, Telephone 071-9852000, e-mail: health.promotion@mailb.hse.ie
Southern Area, Telephone 021-4921641, e-mail: hpd@mailp.hse.ie
South Western Area 056-7761400, e-mail: hpd@maila.hse.ie
Western Area, Telephone 091-548322, e-mail: healthpromotiondepartment@mailn.hse.ie
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Glossary
Aftercare - ongoing support programme
Antabuse - alcohol-deterrent drug (disulfiram)
Behavioural treatment - therapy using reinforcement to encourage behaviour change
Bibliotherapy - client reading assignment to help client/therapist identify relevant issues
Detoxification -supervised withdrawal from acute alcoholic state
Employee Assistance Programme - confidential service to  employers/staff to explore problem
issues, including drug/alcohol misuse
HIV - Human Immunosuppressant virus which can lead to AIDS
Methadone - Opiate administered as heroin substitute during gradual addiction withdrawal
Minnesota Model  - Therapeutic system defining alcohol dependency in terms of defense
mechanisms needing to be confronted.  Sees total abstinence as only goal.
Person-centred - therapy which places the client at its heart
Polydrug use - addictive use of more than one drug 
Rational emotive therapy - works on premise that emotional consequences stem from client
beliefs about an event rather than the event itself
Reality  therapy - Aims for win-win by  assisting clients to learn behaviour that meets their needs
while not preventing others from meeting theirs. 
Systems Principle - Therapy which focuses both on client responsibility and crucial role of close,
relevant relationships in examining addiction/other problems
Therapeutic community model - residential  setting fostering mutual care and responsibility
without drugs/alcohol
12 Step programme - set of objectives used by Alcoholics Anonymous and adapted by other
groups to help overcome dependency
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